Proprietary ESC measures previously approved for use on properties subject to the VT Annual Standards and Specifications for ESC and SWM.*

**Table D-1**

**(VESCH Standard and Specification 3.05)**

- ACF Environmental Silt Fence
- Super Silt Fence

**Inlet Protection (VESCH Standard and Specification 3.07)**

- ACF Environmental Gutterbuddy Curb Inlet Drain Filters
- ACF Environmental GutterEEL Curb Inlet Drain Filters
- ACF Environmental SiltSack Sediment Capture Device
- Dandy Bag Inlet Protection System
- Dandy Curb Grateless Curb Inlet and Median Barrier Inlet Protection System
- Dandy Curb Bag Curb and Gutter Inlet/Grate Protection System
- Dandy Curb Sack Curb and Gutter Protection System
- Dandy Pop (Pop-up Dandy Bag) Inlet Protection System
- Dandy Sack Inlet Protection System
- Rapid Flow Drain Filter – Polystyrene Aggregate

**Dewatering (VESCH Standard and Specification 3.26)**

- Dandy Dewatering Bag
- Dirtbag Dewatering Bag

* VTSID does not promote the ESC measures listed and takes no responsibility for their performance.